USING THE SCIROCCO TOOL
- NORBOTTEN, SWEDEN

Lisa Lundgren Region Norrbotten
Norrbotten

- largest county in Sweden.
- the area of Norrbotten constitutes a quarter of Sweden, equivalent to the size of Austria.
- a population of approx 250,000 people
Healthcare at a distance

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fd-4rl99Bas
Maturity model assessment of our good practice – “context”

---

**Maturity Model Assessment**

- **Readiness to change**
- **Structure & Governance**
- **Information & eHealth services**
- **Finance & Funding**
- **Standarisation & simplification**
- **Removal of inhibitors**
- **Population approach**
- **Citizen empowerment**
- **Breadth of ambition**
- **Innovation management**
- **Capacity building**

---

**Scirocco**

**EHTEL INNOVATION INITIATIVE**

15 March 2017
Maturity model assessment of our good practice – “the experience”

► A quick overview made us realize that good practice “leaders” should not do the assessment alone – not a “single person” job
► Multi-disciplinary team with various roles, backgrounds and duties/assignments needed to analyse and understand each dimension
► Gave good “food for thought” – further discussion about our system
► Excellent way of visualizing
Maturity model assessment of our good practice – “outcomes”

- Regional learning – our healthcare system – its strengths and weaknesses
- What steps can we take to accelerate the rate of adoption and development of integrate care solutions?
- Analysis and decision support
- Proposal in terms of process, structural and systemic change
Overall conclusions

► What changes do we need to/can we make now? Which need to be processed and need policy support?
► A maturity assessment requires a multi-stakeholder approach – increases the validity of the “choices/answers”
► If possible – maybe simplify terminology to suit as many people as possible. Otherwise translations might be in place.
► When trying to make a “shift” towards a more integrated care – “friendly” healthcare system a maturity assessment can guide you.